Planting Peace—Ban Nuclear and Biological Weapons

Beyond the military madness in the Ukraine, we need to take action to stop the next accidental or deliberate release of a deadly bioweapon such as a lab-engineered bird flu. To do this we must ban the so-called “gain of function” lab experiments that gave rise to COVID-19 (Lyme Disease and others), renegotiate and strengthen the 1972 International Biological Weapons Protocol, and bring the Chinese and U.S. perpetrators (scientists, funders, government and military officials) of COVID-19 and its cover up to justice.

Add your name to 65,000 others calling for an end to lab and genetically engineering viruses and other pathogens to be more virulent or transmissible, so-called Gain of Function.

Experiments

Read more: https://orgcns.org/swp

The Interconnected Energy and Food Crisis is Far Worse Than Most Americans Realize

Richard Heinberg writes:

“For many years, organic and ecological agriculture advocates have argued that the world could produce just as much food without resorting to fossil fuel-based fertilizers and pesticides. But their alternative methods require knowledge and time for transition. Going cold turkey on fertilizer without planning and preparation will almost certainly lead to sharply lower yields over the short term. In response, the EU is now delaying rules intended to reduce farming’s environmental impacts, including curbs on pesticide use. It also aims to put four million hectares of fallow land into cultivation.

Food security is being threatened by problems with distribution chains for all the inputs into agricultural system—from spare parts to packaging to cooking fuel. Once again, as with energy prices, there are several mutually interacting causes, including lingering effects of the pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine war. The latter has led to the loss of wheat shipments from Ukraine and Russia, which together are responsible for nearly 30 percent of world supplies.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3m8wXuB

Monkeypox: The Latest Fear Tactics

Robert Malone writes: “The Monkeypox virus, which originates in various regions of Africa, is related to Smallpox (Variola), which are both members of the genus Orthopoxvirus. However, it is important to understand that Variola (major or minor) is the species of virus which is responsible for the worst human disease caused by the Orthopox viruses...My point is that just because Monkeypox is related to Smallpox, this does not in any way mean that it represents a similar public health threat...”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/38lJRLkN

Agroecology is the Key to Solving the Food Crisis

Edie Makiibi writes from Africa: “Many of us already recognize that the industrial food system is failing both the planet and the people on it and that a shift to more sustainable production is not only necessary but urgent. Currently, almost a quarter of all global greenhouse gas emissions come from the industrialized food system, which is also a major contributor to biodiversity loss, deforestation and water and air pollution. It is also a major factor in the rapid disappearance of local food cultures and traditions.

While large-scale change has been broadly hidden from the mainstream media, all over the world communities and farmers are embracing agriculture practices that offer us real hope. Instead of fast profits based on extractive practices, agroecology finds its success by applying ecological principles to agricultural systems, adopting regenerative practices and integrating indigenous knowledge.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3m7VoZb

Regenerating Health: Preventing and Treating COVID Vaccine Injuries

Dr. Mercola interviews Dr. Michelle Perro of GMO Science and Regeneration Health International:

“The introduction of the experimental COVID jabs has opened the eyes of many to the fact that there are fundamental flaws with the vaccine program—not just with the mRNA shots, which have never existed before, but also with conventional vaccines. Toxins in food, water and air; vaccines, mRNA shots, electromagnetic field exposures and more, are making children sicker than any generation before them.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3x3DWdl

Mortal Threat to Democracy and Health: The WHO is Changing Their International Health Rules

Kit Knightly reports: “May 22nd is the start of the World Health Organization’s 75th annual World Health Assembly, in Geneva. Funnily enough, that’s the same day the World Economic Forum’s DAVOS summit begins over on the other side of Switzerland. A coincidence, to be sure.

In the run-up to these big days on the globalist calendar, there’s been a lot of discussion of the WHO’s proposed “pandemic treaty”. Everyone from Russell Brand to GBNews has been talking about it, and that’s good.

The treaty represents a huge threat to national sovereignty and individual liberty, with proposed clauses including international digital IDs and even incentivizing third-world nations to exaggerate or even create future ‘health emergencies’.”

Read more: https://orgcns.org/3MtdC2MW
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